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Abstract 

This paper studies the strategies for multi-objective optimization in a dynamic 

environment. In particular, we focus on problems with objective replacement, where 

some objectives may be replaced with new objectives during evolution. It is shown 

that the Pareto-optimal sets before and after the objective replacement share some 

common members. Based on this observation, we suggest the inheritance strategy. 

When objective replacement occurs, this strategy selects good chromosomes 

according to the new objective set from the solutions found before objective 

replacement, and then continues to optimize them via evolution for the new objective 

set. The experiment results showed that this strategy can help MOGAs achieve better 

performance than MOGAs without using the inheritance strategy, where the evolution 

is restarted when objective replacement occurs. More solutions with better quality are 

found during the same time span. 
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1. Introduction 

Genetic algorithm (GA) is a proven optimization technique whose power has been 

widely verified in different fields. Recently, researchers are trying to apply it to solve 

more complicated optimization problems. For example, many are interested in 

applying GA to solve multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs), while some 

others try to extend GA to problems with time-varying landscapes.  

 

In the real world, a function to be optimized may vary from time to time and the 

optima have to be found in time. For instance, we may change a command to a robot 

from finding the shortest way to some place to finding the safest way to that place. 

GA, with proper modification, is shown to be able to track the changes, if the 

environmental changes are relatively small and occur with low frequency. Many 

techniques have been proposed to deal with such changes [1-6]. For example, some 

researchers suggested the hyper-mutation strategy, which inserts new random 

members into the population periodically [1]. Other researchers suggest chromosomes 

to be selected according to a combined function of the optimization objective value 

and the age of a chromosome, the younger ones are more likely to survive [5]. And 

some others tried to divide the population into multiple species, where the crossover 

between different species are restricted, thus diversity is preserved and the population 

is more responsive to changes [4,6].  However, as far as we know, all of these 

techniques only considered single objective optimization problems.  

 

On the other hand, in the real world, there are many optimization problems which 

can’t be described simply by a single objective. They are called as multi-objective 

optimization problems (MOPs). In MOPs, the presence of multiple objectives results 
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in a set of optimal solutions (named as the Pareto-optimal set), instead of one optimal 

solution. For each solution in the Pareto-optimal set, no improvement can be achieved 

in any objective without degradation in at least one of the others. Without further 

information, one Pareto-optimal solution cannot be declared as better than another. 

Generally, users try to find as many Pareto-optimal solutions as possible to make a 

better final decision. GA maintains a population of solutions and thus can find a 

number of solutions which are distributed uniformly in the Pareto-optimal set in a 

single run, which distinguish it with classical methods such as weighted sum approach 

or ε-constraint method [8], which can only find one Pareto optimum in a single run. A 

number of multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) approaches [9-21] have been 

suggested. NSGA-II [9], SPEA [11, 12] and PAES [13] are the representatives of 

MOGAs. Basically, an MOGA is characterized by its fitness assignment and diversity 

maintenance strategy.  

 

In fitness assignment, most MOGAs fall into two categories, Non-Pareto and Pareto-

Based [17, 18]. Non-Pareto methods [14, 19, 20] directly use the objective values to 

decide an individual’s survival. Schaffer’s VEGA [19] is such an example. VEGA 

generates as many sub-populations as objectives, each trying to optimize one 

objective. Finally all the sub-populations are shuffled together to continue with 

genetic operations. In contrast, Pareto-Based methods [9-13, 18] measure individuals’ 

fitness according to their dominance property. The non-dominated individuals in the 

population are regarded as the fittest, and the dominated individuals’ are assigned 

lower fitness values. NSGA-II, SPEA and PAES all belong to the latter category. A 

brief description about the three algorithms can be found in section 3. However, 

readers are suggested to read the original papers for details about the algorithms.  
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 Diversity maintenance strategy is another characteristic of MOGAs. It keeps the 

solutions more uniformly distributed in the whole Pareto-optimal set, instead of 

gathering in a small region. Fitness sharing [22], which reduces the fitness of an 

individual if there are some other candidates nearby, is one of the most renowned 

techniques. More recently, some parameter-free techniques were suggested. The 

techniques used in SPEA [11, 12] and NSGA-II [9] are two examples.  

 

In reality, there are some applications of MOGA in dynamic environment. As an 

example in traffic light signal control, appropriate signal timings need to be defined 

and implemented when the traffic situation changes. That is to say, making 

adjustments adaptively to signal timing in response to traffic situation is needed. So 

when the traffic situation changes in one or more lanes, changing (or replacement) of 

certain objectives in signal timing may occur. Another example can be seen in image 

segmentation, the criterion to partition an image into some regions may be changed 

from finding analogous characteristics of color and grain to finding analogous color 

and density when user requirements change during run-time. 

 

After a review over work on problems with dynamic landscapes and MOGA work, a 

challenging problem arises naturally: how may GAs be used to optimize problems 

with multiple objectives when the objective set is time varying? We call this type of 

problems as dynamic MOPs (DMOPs). A DMOP is more complicated because there 

are more possible types of changes. For example, the changes could be addition or 

deletion of objectives, part of the objective set being changed, or the whole objective 

set is changed, etc. Different type of changes may require different evolution 

strategies. This paper studies one specific type of DMOPs, which are problems with 
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objective replacement. We call the process that one or more objectives in the 

objective set are changed as objective replacement. For problems with objective 

replacement, the number of objectives keeps unchanged (namely, no objective 

deletion or addition will happen) all along, but one or more objectives will be changed.  

Actually, some effort on the uncertainty of objective functions was made by Jurgen 

Teich [28]. Some probabilistic dominance criterion is proposed for the situation where 

the objective values vary within intervals rather than the objective function set 

changes. 

 

We analyze theoretically the relationship between the Pareto-optimal sets before and 

after objective replacement, and it is shown that they possess some solutions in 

common. Strategies are proposed to utilize this fact to achieve better performance. 

The experiment results showed that the strategies suggested, inheriting the population 

evolved under the old objective set into the evolution to optimize for the new 

objective set, can help MOGAs to be more responsive to objective replacement, 

namely, more solutions with better quality can be found within the same time span 

after objective replacement.   

 

In the rest of this paper, Section 2 analyzes the relationship between the Pareto-

optimal sets before and after the objective replacement. Based on the analysis in 

section 2, section 3 proposes the inheritance strategies for different MOGAs to cope 

with objective replacement. Section 4 presents the results of experiments and analysis. 

Section 5 concludes this paper. 
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2. Pareto Sets before and after Objective Replacement  

This section discusses objective increment and its effect to Pareto sets first. Then 

based on the discussion, the relationship between the Pareto sets before and after 

objective replacement is analyzed. 

 

2.1 Definition 

In our research, the following definitions are used throughout.  

 

Mathematically, an MOP with n  decision variables and p  objectives aims to find 

point(s) ),......,( 1 nxxx = , which minimizes the values of p  objectives 

),......,( 1 pfff =  within the feasible input space. (Without losing generality, this 

paper considers minimization objectives only). For an MOP: 

1. The feasible input space I  is the set of decision vectors (solutions) that satisfy 

the constraints and bounds of the problem. 

2. The feasible objective space O  is the set of objective vectors (points) with 

respect to each member in I .   

3. Let Iyx ∈,  , y  is said to be dominated by (or inferior to) x  under f , if  

)()( yfxf ii ≤    pi ,....,2,1=∀     

AND     )()( yfxf jj <    ),....,2,1( pj ∈∃           

4. Let Ir ∈ . r
 
is a Pareto-optimal solution if there is no other point Ix ∈  that 

dominates r .   

5. A Pareto-optimal point s  is a point in O  which corresponds to a Pareto-

optimal solution r  in I , namely ))(),......,(),(( 21 rfrfrfs p= . The set of 

Pareto-optimal points is the Pareto front for the given problem. 
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Besides, we suggest the following definitions to facilitate discussion: 

1. If two decision vectors within I  give equal objective vectors, we say these 

two solutions are phenotypically equal to each other under the specified 

objective set. Similarly, if two decision vectors within I  give different 

objective vectors, they are phenotypically distinct under the specified 

objective set. 

2. A Pareto-optimal solution x  is a unique Pareto-optimal solution (abbreviated 

as unique P-solution) if there is no other solution phenotypically equal to x  

within I . 

3. A Pareto-optimal solution x  is a non-unique Pareto-optimal point 

(abbreviated as non-unique P-solution) if there is one or more solutions 

phenotypically equal to x  within I . 

4. A non-unique Pareto-optimal solution together with all the solutions 

phenotypically equal to it within I  constitutes a non-unique Pareto-optimal 

group (abbreviated as non-unique P-group).  

Obviously, a unique P-solution corresponds to one Pareto-optimal point, while 

all the solutions in a non-unique P-group correspond to one Pareto-optimal 

point.   

 

2.2 Objective Increment and its Effect 

2.2.1 Definition of Objective Increment 

Assume the initial objective set is ),......,( 1 uffF = . Later v  new objectives are added, 

and the objective set becomes ),......,,,......( 11 vuuu ffffF +++ = . We call this process as 

objective increment. +F  is the incremented objective set, and ),......,( 1 vuu ffF ++∆ =  

represents the objectives added. 
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2.2.2 Effect on Unique P-solutions 

Theorem 1: If a solution x  is unique Pareto-optimal under the initial objective set F  , 

x  will remain unique Pareto-optimal under the incremented objective set +F . 

 

Proof: Apagoge is used. 

Assume the solution x  is not unique Pareto-optimal under +F . That is, there exists 

another solution 'x  in the feasible input space under +F , which either: 

1. dominates x .  That is: 

      )()'( xfxf ii ≤   vui +=∀ ,....,2,1   (1) 

2. or is phenotypically equal to x . That is: 

)()'( xfxf ii =   vui +=∀ ,....,2,1   (2) 

From inequality (1) and equation (2), we can deduce that  

)()'( xfxf ii ≤   ui ,....,2,1=∀   (3) 

Inequality (3) means that, under F , x  is either dominated by 'x  or phenotypically 

equal to 'x . Namely, under F , x  is either non-Pareto-optimal or non-unique Pareto-

optimal. This conclusion contradicts with the premise. Thus, Theorem 1 is proved. 

 

2.2.3 Effect on Non-unique P-solutions 

The outcome of a non-unique P-solution x , whose non-unique P-group is denoted as 

xW , after objective increment may be: 

1. x  becomes non-Pareto-optimal, if one or more solutions in xW dominate x  

under ∆F .  

2. x  remains non-Pareto-optimal, if no other point in xW  dominates x  and 

one or more points in W are phenotypically equal to x  under ∆F . 
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3. x  becomes unique Pareto-optimal, if no other point in xW  dominates x  or 

remains phenotypically equal to x  under ∆F . 

Though the outcome of a non-unique P-solution after objective increment is non-

deterministic, the outcome of a non-unique P-group follows some rule, as stated in the 

following theorem: 

Theorem 2: For a non-unique P-group W  under the initial objective set F , at least 

one member solution will remain Pareto-optimal under the incremented objective set 

+F . 

 

Proof: Apagoge is used. 

Assume no solution in W  is Pareto-optimal under +F . That is, under +F  any solution 

in W would be dominated by one or more solutions not belonging to W . Now, 

assume one specific solution in W , x , is dominated by a point 'x  which belongs to 

W . Then: 

 )()'( xfxf ii ≤   vui +=∀ ,....,2,1   (4) 

so, under the original objective set F :  

)()'( xfxf ii ≤   ui ,....,2,1=∀    (5) 

Inequality (5) means that, x  is either dominated by 'x  or phenotypically equal to 'x  

under F . Namely, under F , either x  is non-Pareto-optimal, or there exists a solution 

belonging to W  but phenotypically equal to x . This conclusion either contradicts with 

the premise or the definition of a non-unique P-group. Thus, Theorem 2 is proved. 

 

It is possible that there are more than one solutions in W  which are not dominated by 

any other solutions in W  under ∆F , thus they all will become Pareto-optimal after 
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objective increment. If these non-dominated solutions are phenotypically distinct 

under ∆F , they will correspond to more than one Pareto-optimal point in O  under +F .  

 

2.2.4 Effect of Objective Increment on Non-Pareto-optimal Solutions 

Denote the set of solutions that dominate or are phenotypically equal to a non-Pareto-

optimal solution x  before objective increment as xD . The outcome of x  after 

objective increment is decided by its dominance relationship to xD  under ∆F : 

1. x  becomes Pareto-optimal, iff no solutions in xD  dominates it under ∆F .   

2. x  remains non-Pareto-optimal, iff one or more solutions in xD  dominate x  

under ∆F . 

 

So, objective increment may turn some non-Pareto-optimal solutions into Pareto-

optimal.  

 

2.2.5 Effect on Pareto Fronts  

The following notations are used in this section: 

• P  is the Pareto front before objective increment. 

• P+  is the Pareto front after objective increment. 

• '
P+  is P+  with every member’s elements corresponding to ∆F  being truncated. 

For example, assume F  = ),( 21 ff , +F = ),,,( 4321 ffff  , ∆F = ),( 43 ff , and  

2
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with the constraint: { }100,......,3,2,1,0∈x  

then P+ ={(0,1,9,0),(1,0,4,1),(0,1,1,4),(1,0,0,9)}, and '
P+ ={(0,1),(1,0)}. Please 

note that the replica members after truncation should be deleted. 

• S  is the Pareto set before objective increment. 

• S+   is the Pareto set after objective increment. 

 

Members in I can be classified into three categories: unique P-solutions, non-unique 

P-solutions, and non-Pareto-optimal solutions. The discussion above shows that 

objective increment brings the following changes to the optimality status of these 

solutions: 

1) a unique P-solution before objective increment corresponds to a Pareto-

optimal point, and still corresponds to a Pareto-optimal point after objective 

increment. 

2) all the members in a non-unique P-group correspond to one Pareto-optimal 

point before objective increment, and may correspond to one or more Pareto-

optimal points after objective increment. 

3) a non-Pareto-optimal solution before objective increment does not correspond 

to any Pareto-optimal point, yet it may correspond to one Pareto-optimal point 

after objective increment. 

 

1) and 2) show that each member point (objective vector) in P , after appending the 

elements corresponding to ∆F  properly, is a member of P+ . So, we have the 

following theorem: 
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Theorem 3: The Pareto front before objective increment P  is covered by or equal to 

'
P+ , which is P+  (the Pareto front after objective increment) with every member’s 

elements corresponding to ∆F  being truncated.  That’s to say: '
P P+⊆ . 

 

However, it must be noted that although '
P P+⊆ , S S+⊆  does not necessarily hold. 

The relationship between S  and S+  is a bit more complex. Those non-unique P-

solutions which lose their optimality after objective increment belong to S  but not to 

S+ . Generally, in real-world MOP’s, especially those with many objectives, it is 

unlikely that many solutions get phenotypically equal. Therefore, unique P-solutions 

are generally more than non-unique ones. So the majority of S  are unique P-solutions 

and thus belongs to S+ . 

 

2.3 Objective Replacement and Its Effect on the Pareto Set 

2.3.1 Definitions and Effects of Objective Replacement 

Assume the initial objective set is 1( ,......, )
n

F f f= . Later m  )( nm <  objectives are 

replaced by new objectives, and the objective set becomes 

' '

1 1( ,......, , ,......, )
R n m n m n

F f f f f− − += . We call this process as objective replacement. 
RF  

stands for the replaced objective set, and 1( ,......, )
U n m

F f f −=  represents the set of all 

unchanged objectives. Please note that during objective replacement, any objective in 

F  may be replaced. However, since our discussion has nothing to do with the 

ordering of objectives in F , we assume the objectives replaced are the ones with 

higher indices for the ease of narration. 

 

To facilitate the discussion, the following denotations are used: 
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• The Pareto set corresponding to F  is denoted as S  and Pareto front as P . 

• The Pareto set corresponding to 
R

F  is denoted as 
R

S  and Pareto front as 
R

P . 

• The Pareto set corresponding to 
U

F  is denoted as 
U

S  and Pareto front as 
U

P . 

• 'P  and '

R
P  represent the set P  and 

R
P  with every member’s elements 

corresponding to changed objectives being truncated respectively. 

 

Deduction 1: F  can be seen as an incremented objective set relative to 
U

F , and so is 

R
F . Therefore, from Theorem 3, we have '

U
P P⊆  and '

U R
P P⊆ . Furthermore, we can 

deduce that ' '( )
U R

P P P⊆ ∩ .  

This equation shows that P  and 
R

P , the Pareto-optimal fronts before and after the 

objective replacement have some Pareto-optimal points that are equal under 
U

F .  

 

For most real-world problems, it is unlikely that many solutions are phenotypically 

equal. So, generally, for those Pareto-optimal points which are equal under 
U

F , they 

correspond to the same solution more likely. As a result, the Pareto sets before and 

after objective replacement, S  and 
R

S , more or less share some Pareto-optimal 

solutions in common. 

 

2.3.2 Dynamic environments of Objective Replacement 

The dynamic environments of objective replacement refer to the percent of objectives 

being replaced 
R

p  and the frequency of objective replacement happens 1/
o

t , 
o

t  

stands for the time interval of evolvement on a objective set without replacement. 
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According to the discussion in 2.3.1, under the conditions: 

1) Ignore the non-unique P-solutions in Pareto set, which are little likely to appear in 

real-world MOP’s. 

That’s to say, members of ,
R

S S  and 
U

S  are all unique P-solutions and one point 

in the Pareto front corresponds to only one Pareto-optimal solution. 

2) The evolvement of objective set F  before objective replacement has achieved 

convergence. That means 
o TH

t t≥ , where 
o

t  is the evolution time before objective 

replacement and 
TH

t  is the convergence time under F .   

Thus from Deduction 1 we can infer that 
U

S S⊆  and 
U R

S S⊆ . In other words, 
U

S  is 

the set of solutions which are Pareto-optimal both under F  and 
R

F . 

 

If assume that the Pareto-optimal solutions are uniformly distributed under F , which 

means the number of solutions being Pareto-optimal because of their dominance in 

arbitrary f F∈  is a constant,  it can be obtained that: 

U
S n m

S n

−
=        (6) 

where i  stands for the number of members, n m−  is the number of unchanged 

objectives and n  is the number of initial objectives. 

 

Nevertheless, the assumption of uniformly distributed Pareto-optimal set may not 

hold in some cases. However, even if this does not hold, we can still expect that the 

smaller m is (namely the less objective being replaced), the more Pareto-optimal 

solutions under F  may still be Pareto-optimal under 
R

F , though the rule of equation 
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(6) may not be followed so strictly. That’s because the less objectives being replaced, 

the smaller number of solutions will lose their dominance. 

 

Moreover, if the frequency condition that states 
o TH

t t≥  is not held, the members of 

U
S  may not be Pareto-optimal under 

R
F , however they will be close to Pareto-

optimal and well performing, so they are still valuable solutions for 
R

F . Thus we can 

expect that the more 
o

t  approaches 
TH

t  (namely the more likely those Pareto-optimal 

solutions under 
U

F  will still be Pareto-optimal under 
R

F ), the more Pareto-optimal 

solutions under F  may still be Pareto-optimal under 
R

F . 

 

So, when objective replacement happens, if the evolution has found some solutions 

which are Pareto-optimal or close to Pareto-optimal under F , that means some 

solutions which are pretty well-performing under 
R

F  have been found already. If 

search is simply restarted when the objective set is changed, all the well-performing 

solutions (under 
R

F ) found will be simply discarded, which results in waste of 

computation effort. Hopefully, better performance is available if we utilize those 

solutions found before objective replacement. 

 

In this paper, the term of inheritance is used to describe the process of making use of 

the population evolved before objective replacement in the evolution after objective 

replacement. The analysis above shows the rationale of inheritance. The following 

sections will discuss the inheritance strategies applied to different MOGAs. 
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3. Inheritance Strategy  

This section describes the inheritance strategies used in three most representative 

MOGAs, namely PAES, SPEA and NSGA-II. For each algorithm, a brief review 

about the algorithm is first described and then the inheritance strategy for it. For the 

details of the algorithms, the readers are encouraged to refer to the original papers. 

 

3.1 Inheritance Strategy for PAES 

PAES is an MOGA using one-parent, one-offspring evolution strategy. The non-

dominated solutions found so far are stored in the so-called archive. When the archive 

is not full, a new non-dominated solution will be accepted by the archive. When the 

archive is full and a new non-dominated solution is found, if the new solution resides 

in a least crowded region, it will be accepted and a copy is added to the archive, at the 

same time a solution in the archive which resides in the most crowded region is 

deleted.  

 

With PAES, our inheritance strategy works as follows. When objective replacement 

happens, the solutions in the archive are compared in pairs under the objective set 

after objective replacement. Only those non-dominated solutions survive. Then the 

evolution goes on under the objective set after objective replacement based on the 

updated archive.  

 

3.2 Inheritance Strategy for SPEA 

In SPEA, an external population is maintained to store the non-dominated solutions 

discovered so far. During each generation, the external population and the current 

population form a combined population. All non-dominated solutions in the combined 
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population are assigned a fitness based on the number of solutions they dominate and 

those dominated solutions are assigned a fitness based on the fitness of their 

dominating solutions. A clustering technique is used to ensure diversity in the external 

population.  

 

With SPEA, our inheritance strategy works as follows. When objective replacement 

occurs, the solutions in the external population are compared in pairs under the 

objective set after objective replacement. The dominated solutions are eliminated and 

only those non-dominated solutions survive. Then the evolution goes on under the 

objective set after objective replacement based on the updated external population.  

 

3.3 Inheritance Strategy for NSGA-II 

In NSGA-II, in every generation, crossover and mutation are performed to generate 

offspring as many as the parent population. Then the whole population is sorted based 

on non-domination and each solution is assigned a fitness value according to its non-

domination level. The solutions belonging to a higher level are regarded as fitter. If it 

is necessary to select solutions at the same level, the solutions will be compared based 

on their crowding distance. The fitter half of the population survives. 

 

Since there is no specific mechanism like the archive in PAES or external population 

in SPEA to store the non-dominated solutions, for NSGA-II, our inheritance strategy 

is simpler compared to SPEA and PAES. When objective replacement occurs, the 

whole population is reevaluated and resorted under the objective set after objective 

replacement, and then the evolution continues based on this new objective set. 
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Actually the proposed inheritance strategy is not the only choice, there can be other 

options. For archive-based methods such as SPEA and PAES, we will certainly inherit 

the filtered archive, but whether to inherit the population or not makes some 

difference. Similarly, for NSGA-II, there are at least two possible strategies: one is to 

inherit all the chromosomes in the generation just before replacement, the other one is 

to filter those non-dominance chromosomes under the new objective set before 

inheritance. According to our experiments, the proposed inheritance strategies had 

better performance. 

 

4. Experiment Results 

4.1 Performance Evaluation Metrics 

Indicated by Zitzler [26], multi-objective optimization is quite different from single-

objective optimization in that there is more than one goal: 

1) convergence to the Pareto-optimal set, 

2)  maximized extent of the obtained non-dominated front, 

3) a good (in most cases uniform) distribution of the solutions found. 

 

So, the performance evaluation of multi-objective optimization is a non-trivial task. A 

lot of metrics have been proposed [23-27][29]. In this paper, the following metrics are 

used, corresponding to the goals mentioned above: 

1) ϒ and σϒ are metrics describing the solutions’ convergence degree. To 

compute them, find a set of true Pareto-optimal points uniformly spaced in the 

objective space first. Then for each solution, we compute its minimum 

Euclidean distance to the true Pareto-optimal points. The average of these 

distances is ϒ, and the variance of the distances is σϒ. ϒ indicates the closeness 
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of the solutions to the real Pareto-front, and σϒ indicates how uniformly they 

approach the front.  

2) The coverage of the solutions is described by the metric η, according to the 

volume-based scaling-independent S  metric and D  metric proposed by 

Zitzler [29] with some slight modification, we define: 

A—Pareto front found by MOGA algorithms; 

B—True Pareto front found by a brutal-force method; 

( ):V S B= , hypervolume of  the objevtive space dominated by the true Pareto 

front; 

( ) ( ) ( ): ,D A B S A B S Bα = = + − , hypervolume of the objective space 

dominated by the found Pareto front but not by the true Pareto front; 

( ) ( ) ( ): ,D B A S A B S Aβ = = + − , hypervolume of the objective space 

dominated by the true Pareto font but not by the found one; 

Here, V  is set as the reference volume and the comprehensive coverage 

metric 

V Vη α β= +  

The aim is to measure the correctly covered objective space by the MOGA 

algorithms. If η is close to or larger than 0, the solutions can be regarded as 

just covering the majority of the Pareto front. 

3) σd measures how uniform the solutions spread. To compute σd, for every 

solution, find out its minimum normal Euclidean distance (denoted as EN . 

The definition is given below. It is designed in such a way to avoid bias 

among objectives whose extents may be quite different) to the other solutions. 
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The variance of these distances is σd . The smaller σd is, the better they are 

distributed.  

2

max min
1

( ) ( )
( , ) ( )

n
k k

E

k k k

f a f b
N a b

t t=

−
=

−
∑  

a  and b  are points in Pareto front, ( )kf i  is the objective value of the found 

Pareto front in the kth objective, and max min

k k
t t−   is the extent of true Pareto 

front in the kth objective. n is the number of objectives. 

4) Besides the above metrics, another simple metric is also used, which is the 

number of solutions found, L . More solutions would give the decision maker 

more choices and a better final decision is more likely.  

 

For DMOPs, it is important to keep up with the changes to find out Pareto-optimal 

solutions before the next change. Therefore performance comparison is based on time. 

The evolution time before objective replacement is denoted as ot , and the time spent 

for the objective set after objective replacement is denoted as dt . 

 

4.2 Experiment Scheme Overview 

To show the advantage of inheritance strategy, PAES, SPEA and NSGA-II with 

inheritance strategy will be compared with each algorithm without the inheritance 

strategy, namely the search process restarts when the objective set changes. NSGA-II 

includes two encoding schemes, NSGA-II in real coding (shortened as NSGA-II(R)) 

and NSGA-II in binary coding (shortened as NSGA-II(B)). All the results are the 

average of 20 runs. In each run a different random sequence is used. For SPEA and 

PAES, the initial seeds are the twenty integers from 1 to 20. The NSGA-II program 
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needs decimal initial seeds between 0 and 1, so, 0.05…1, twenty uniformly spaced 

decimals are used. The programs of these algorithms were downloaded from their 

developers’ websites. [PAES: iridia.ulb.ac.be/~jknowles/multi/PAES.htm, SPEA: 

www.tik.ee.ethz.ch/~zitzler/testdata.htm, NSGA-II: www.iitk.ac.in/kangal/soft.htm]. 

All the experiments were done on a Pentium IV 2.4 GHz PC.  

 

The following parameters are set according to their original papers and kept the same 

in all the experiments: 

• Mutation rate for each decision variable is 1/ n  or for each bit is 1/ l   ( n  is 

the number of decision variables, l : the length of the chromosomes in 

NSGA-II (B)).  

• For SPEA, the ratio of population size to the external population is 4:1.  

• For PAES, the depth value is equal to 4.  

• For NSGA-II, the crossover probability is 0.9, and the distribution indices for 

crossover and mutation are 20=cη  and 20=mη . 

 

4.3 Experiment Results 

4.3.1 Experiments on Problem 1 

In this problem, G  = ),( 21 ff  and RG  = ),( '

21 ff . This problem is adapted from the 

benchmark problems ZDT1 and ZDT2 proposed by Zitzler [26]. G  is ZDT2 and RG  

is ZDT1. 

11 xf =  

]))(/(1)[( 2

12 xgxxgf −=  

])(/1)[( 1

'

2 xgxxgf −=  
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Each variable is encoded in 30 bits. 1000 uniformly spaced Pareto-optimal solutions 

are found for the computation of  ϒ, σϒ and η.  The population size of NSGA-II is set 

at 100, and the size of archive in PAES and external population is also set at 100.  

 

The results will be presented in the following figures, in which the x-ordinate stands 

for different evolution time span after objective replacement, and at each reference 

time there are three columns which stand for results with different evolution time span 

before objective replacement. In each figure, y-ordinate of the four sub-figures are 

respectively for the four metrics referred in 4.1: γ  (distance), 
r

σ  (deviation of 

distance), η  (coverage) and 
d

σ  (distribution). 

 

 
Figure 1    Performance of SPEA restarting/inheritance (problem 1) 
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Figure 2   Performance of PAES restarting/inheritance (problem 1) 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3    Performance of NSGA-II(R) restarting/inheritance (problem 1) 
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Figure 4    Performance of NSGA-II(B) restarting/inheritance (problem 1) 

 

To be concise, the results by L  metric are showed in the tables below, in which the 

following notations are used. 

• ot  : evolution time before objective replacement 

• dt  : evolution time after objective replacement 

• L  : number of solutions found 

 

Table 1    Performance of restarting/inheritance in L  metric (problem 1) 

 

r est ar t 0 0. 5 24. 6 0 0. 5 59. 9
0. 5 0. 5 32. 5 0. 5 0. 5 92. 6
1 0. 5 50. 15 2 0. 5 97. 45

r est ar t 0 1 42. 35 0 1 81. 2
0. 5 1 50. 85 0. 5 1 95. 7
1 1 74. 25 2 1 99. 4

r est ar t 0 2 82. 45 0 2 97. 9
0. 5 2 90. 45 0. 5 2 99. 4
1 2 97. 95 2 2 100

PEAS

I nher i t

I nher i t

I nher i t

SPEA

( )0
t s ( )d

t s L ( )0
t s ( )d

t s L( )0
t s ( )d

t s( )0
t s ( )d

t s ( )0
t s ( )d

t s L( )0
t s ( )d

t s
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r est ar t 0 0. 5 15. 8 0 0. 5 7. 9
0. 5 0. 5 18. 45 0. 5 0. 5 11. 35
2 0. 5 20. 85 2 0. 5 11. 1

r est ar t 0 1 43. 9 0 1 12. 1
0. 5 1 45. 95 0. 5 1 14. 75
2 1 26. 25 2 1 13

r est ar t 0 2 99. 7 0 2 13. 3
0. 5 2 85. 85 0. 5 2 17. 45
2 2 89. 4 2 2 18. 2I nher i t

NSGA-II(R) NSGA-II(B)

I nher i t

I nher i t

( )0
t s ( )0

t s( )d
t s ( )d

t sL L( )0
t s ( )d

t s( )0
t s ( )d

t s ( )0
t s ( )d

t s( )0
t s ( )d

t s( )0
t s ( )d

t s L ( )0
t s ( )d

t s L( )0
t s ( )d

t s( )0
t s ( )0

t s( )d
t s ( )d

t sL L( )0
t s ( )d

t s( )0
t s ( )d

t s ( )0
t s ( )d

t s( )0
t s ( )d

t s

 

 

As the results show, in Problem 1, MOGAs with inheritance always performed better 

in all the metrics: γ , 
r

σ , η , 
d

σ  and L .  

 

For this problem, the MOGAs with inheritance outperformed those without. As a 

whole, the results of inheritance by having evolution for 1 second before the objective 

replacement are better than those by having evolution for 0.5 second before the 

objective replacement, although the effect of evolution time before objective 

replacement does not contribute to the performance improvement monotonically.  

 

4.3.2 Experiments on Problem 2 

In this problem, G  = ),,,( 4321 ffff   and RG  = ),,,( '

4321 ffff . 
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with the constraint: 10,,,1 4321 ≤≤ xxxx  

 

Each variable is encoded in 5 bits. 6224 uniformly spaced Pareto-optimal solutions 

are found for the evaluation of  ϒ, σϒ and η.  The population size of NSGA-II is set at 

100, and the size of archive in PAES and external population is also set at 100.  

 

Because in all the cases, the algorithms could find the required 100 solutions, the L  

metric is not enclosed.   

  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5    Performance of SPEA restarting/inheritance (problem 2) 
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Figure 6    Performance of PAES restarting/inheritance (problem 2) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 7    Performance of NSGA-II (R) restarting/inheritance (problem 2) 
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Figure 8    Performance of NSGA-II (B) restarting/inheritance (problem 2) 

 

As the results show, in Problem 2, PAES and NSGA-II (B) with inheritance almost 

always performed better in all metrics. As for SPEA with inheritance, except metric 

d
σ , it always performed better than its counterparts. As for NSGA-II(R) with 

inheritance, it has better performance in metrics γ  and 
r

σ , but performed worse in 

metric η  and sometimes  in metric 
d

σ . 

 

For this problem, the MOGAs with inheritance outperformed those without. And in 

general, within the same period after the objective replacement, the results of 

inheritance by having evolution for 0.5 second before the objective replacement are 

almost the same as (sometimes slightly better than) those by having evolution for 2 

seconds before the objective replacement. Please note that in this problem, the 

MOGAs without inheritance found as many solutions as those with inheritance, which 
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is an indication that the evolution time given after the objective replacement is 

sufficiently long. 

 

4.3.3 Experiments on Problem 3 

In this problem, G  = ),,,( 4321 ffff   and RG  = ' '

1 2 3 4( , , , )f f f f , which is the same as 

the RG  in problem 2. 
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2

11 4)2( xxf +−=  
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'

3 2 3 4f x x x=  

 

4
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3

5.1

2

'

4

1

xxx
f

××
=  

with the constraint: 10,,,1 4321 ≤≤ xxxx  

 

Each variable is encoded in 5 bits. 6224 uniformly spaced Pareto-optimal solutions 

are found for the evaluation of  ϒ and σϒ.  The population size of NSGA-II is set at 

100, and the size of archive in PAES and external population is also set at 100. As to 

the legends of notations used in following tables, please refer to Section 4.3.1. 

 

Again, because in all the cases the algorithms could find the required 100 solutions, 

the L  metric is not enclosed.   
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Figure 9    Performance of SPEA restarting/inheritance (problem 3) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 10    Performance of PAES restarting/inheritance (problem 3) 
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Figure 11    Performance of NSGA-II(R) restarting/inheritance (problem 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12    Performance of NSGA-II(B)  restarting/inheritance (problem 3) 
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As the results show, in Problem 3, SPEA and PAES with inheritance almost always 

perform better in all metrics. As for NSGA-II(R) with inheritance, it has better 

performance than its counterparts except in metrics η . As for NSGA-II(B) with 

inheritance, in metrics η  and 
d

σ , it sometimes performs worse than its counterparts.  

 

For this problem, the MOGAs with inheritance outperform those without. And in 

general, within the same period after the objective replacement, the results of 

inheritance by having evolution for 0.5 second before the objective replacement are 

almost the same as those by having evolution for 2 seconds before the objective 

replacement, the only exception is in PAES that the more evolution done before the 

objective replacement the better performance we have within the same period after the 

objective replacement. Please note that, the superiority of MOGAs with inheritance is 

not so explicit compared to that in Problem 2, which has the same objective set after 

replacement as this problem yet it has a smaller replacement of objectives. 

     

4.4 Analysis of Experiment Results  

In summary, the results showed that: 

1. When objective replacement happens, during the same time span, the number 

of solutions found by MOGAs with inheritance is always more than or equal 

to those without. Generally the more evolution is done before objective 

replacement, the more solutions will be found after objective replacement. 

2. When objective replacement happens, during the same time span, MOGAs 

with inheritance converge closer to the Pareto front. And usually, the 

solutions found by MOGAs with inheritance will approach the Pareto front in 

a more uniform way. 
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3. When objective replacement happens, during the same time span, MOGAs 

with inheritance cover the objective space more correctly. The only exception 

is NSGA-II (R) with inheritance, it performed either roughly the same as or 

slightly worse than its counterparts. In fact, the inheritance mechanism is 

more powerful to archive-based algorithms, because there is a set of potential 

Pareto-optimal solutions to be inherited.  

4. As for the performance regarding the distribution of solutions, in general, the 

performance given by MOGAs with inheritance is either better than or 

roughly the same as their counterparts. 

5. With regard to the time span before objective replacement, which is relative 

to the frequency of replacement, it is not certain that the longer the better. As 

discussed in 2.3.2, it depends on the convergence time of a certain problem, 

and excess of this time threshold could results in better performance. 

Although in MOGAs, this time threshold usually is not explicitly designated, 

it exists actually and is often used as the stopping criteria. 

6. With regard to comparison between Problem 2 and Problem 3, whose only 

difference is that the portion of objective set being replaced in Problem 2 is 

smaller, it can be found that the superiority of inheritance shown in Problem 2 

is greater than that shown in Problem 3.  

  

So, when objective replacement occurs, given the same time span, inheritance strategy 

can generally help the tested MOGAs to find more solutions closer to the Pareto-front 

in a more uniform way, and the performance in terms of hypervolume coverage and 

distribution tends to be better or roughly the same.  
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And the results also suggested that, in a short time after objective replacement, some 

excess of the evolution time of the MOGAs before replacement will result in better 

performance of the evolution after replacement. And, if the evolution time after 

objective replacement is long enough, the performance difference caused by the 

difference in the evolution time before objective replacement may be quite small. 

However, the MOGAs with inheritance nearly always outperformed those without. 

Moreover, as the replaced portion of objective set gets bigger, the superiority of the 

algorithm with inheritance becomes less significant.  

 

5. Conclusions 

This paper first analyzed the effect of objective increment on multi-objective 

optimization. Three theorems have been proved, which state that after objective 

increment, strong points will remain strong Pareto-optimal, at least one member in a 

weak group will remain Pareto-optimal, and the set of Pareto-optimal outputs before 

objective increment is a subset of the Pareto-optimal outputs after objective increment 

with the elements corresponding to the objectives added being truncated. Then the 

effect of objective replacement was discussed. A deduction has been drawn that 

generally the Pareto-optimal output set after objective replacement share some 

common points with the Pareto-optimal output set before objective replacement. So it 

makes sense to inherit the population before objective replacement in the following 

evolutions to achieve better performance. In most case, the less objectives being 

replaced and the better convergence being achieved before objective replacement, the 

more solutions can be inherited. 
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Based on this observation, this paper proposed one inheritance strategy, which selects 

well-performing chromosomes from the solutions found before objective replacement, 

and reuses them in the following evolutions based on the objective set after objective 

replacement. Experiment results showed that this strategy can help different MOGAs, 

namely NSGA-II, PAES and SPEA to respond better to the event of objective 

replacement, especially true for archive-based algorithms. More solutions with better 

quality can be found during the same time span.  
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